
This time we’re taking a look at a beautiful new loft conversion
in Seven Dials and an airy modern extension in Rugby Road, two
projects that have been recently completed. In Seven Dials we
have the Soundhouse signature seamless transition from the
existing features of a property to the new, opening up to a
spacious new master bedroom with masses of light and airy
space as well as a striking ensuite showerroom and a walkin
wardrobe. Clean lines, cool grey walls and a deep wooden floor
create a warmth and depth whilst a wall of windows lets in the
maximum amount of crisp light. The impact is impressive.

Here at Latest Homes we have been reporting on the projects
undertaken by Brighton & Hove building specialists

Soundhouse for more years than we care to remember – and it’s
always been a pleasure.
Soundhouse have provided us with some of the most stylish and

memorable features over those years, beautiful loft conversions,
stunning extensions and always innovative ideas – and they have
introduced us to a very happy band of satisfied customers. People
have been happy to talk to us about this exemplary company, their
professionalism, cleanliness, adherence to budgets and to time scales.

“ Nick and his team have done a brilliant job
with superb craftsmanship ”

“ Their design skills proved to be invaluable
when it came to realising our dream ”

are very
considerate
too and made
sure we were
comfortable throughout the whole build. We had a good idea of
what we wanted but their design skills proved to be invaluable
when it came to realising our dream.” Once again, clients affirm
that when it comes to movin’ on up or movin’ on out, Soundhouse
are the goto team.
soundhouse.co.uk 07771 550194 nick@soundhouse.co.uk

When it comes to loft conversions and home extensions Soundhouse have
a brilliant reputation for fine work and stylish solutions

MOVIN’ ON UP-
Over in Preston Park there is a vibrant contemporary new kitchen

extension that affords that dream of home and garden becoming
one through large trifold glass doors. Clean white units and crisp
lines are offset by bare brick feature walls and cleverly placed roof
lights. The impact is undeniable – but are the clients as happy as
previous ones? We spoke to the clients about their new loft level
suite. “We’re thrilled, Nick and his team have done a brilliant job
with superb craftsmanship. They are kind and meticulous, Nick will
never claim to be the cheapest but the standards they adhere to are
worth every penny. These days we hardly want to get up in the
mornings and leave our beautiful new room.”

Over in Preston Park the story is the same: “We found them
through local recommendations and through friends. They were
on time and on budget and communications were good. They
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